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Summary. In this paper we study stability and convergence properties of 
linearly implicit Runge-Kutta methods applied to stiff semi-linear systems 
of differential equations. The stability analysis includes stability with respect 
to internal perturbations. All results presented in this paper are inde-
pendent of the stiffness of the system. 
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1. Introduction 
We shall be concerned with the numerical solution of stiff nonlinear initial 
value problems for systems of ordinary differential equations 
U'(t)=f(t, U(t))(O~t~T), U(O)=u 0 . (1.1) 
The analysis will be restricted to semi-linear problems where 
j(t,u)=Qu+g(t,u) (for all tEIR and uEIRm) (1.2) 
with m?; 1, Q an m x m-matrix and g: IR x IR.m--+IR.m such that 
\g(t,ii)-g(t,u)\~ix\ii-ul (for all tEIR and ii,uEIRm), (1.3) 
(u, Qu) ~f)lu\ 2 (for all uEIRm). (1.4) 
Here ix?;O, /3EIR are given constants, (-,·) is an inner product on IR.m and I·\ 
stands for the corresponding norm on IR m. 
Troughout this paper we consider T as a fixed constant of moderate size. 
The class of functions f: IR x IR m__.. IR rn given by (1.2) with m?; 1 and g, Q 
satisfying (1.3), (1.4) will be denoted by Y(ix,/3). Occasionally the initial value 
problems (1.1) with fEY(ix,/3) will also be referred to as the class of problems 
Y( ix, [3). The pro bi ems in this class may be arbitrarily stiff since there is no 
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bound on the Lipschitz constant off (t, · ). On the other ha~d th~se pro b~e.ms 
are properly posed because f (t, ·) does satisfy a one-sided L1psch1tz cond1t10n 
with constant r1. + p (see e.g. [ 4]). . . 
Let h>O be a given stepsize and t"=nh (n?;O). For the numerical soluti?n 
of the initial value problem (1.1) with f given by (1.2) we shall deal with 
linearly implicit Runge-Kutta methods which yield approximations un to U(t") 
by the scheme s 
un+l =u.+ I bi(hQ)hf(t.+cih,y\"l), (l.5a) 
i= 1 
i-1 
y\"l=un+ I a;/hQ)hf(tn+cih,yyni) (1 ~i ~s). (1.Sb) 
j= 1 
The integer s?;l is the number of stages, ci(l~i~s) are real parameters in 
[0.l] and the b;(l~i~s), aJl~j<i~s) are rational functions. Th~se met~ods 
are called linearly implicit because only linear systems of algebraic equations 
have to be solved to compute the approximations u". In the literature (e.g. [7, 
8, 10]) such methods are also called generalized Runge-Kutta methods or 
semi-implicit methods. The class of methods (1.5), introduced by van der 
Houwen [8], contains among others the popular W-methods [13] (ROW-
methods with inexact Jacobian; cf. Example 3.5 and [9]). 
The object of this paper is the derivation of stability and convergence 
results which hold uniformly on the class of problems !/(rt., /J). In particular, 
our results are independent of the stiffness of the problem under consideration 
and the dimension m (which makes the results also relevant for partial differen-
tial equations). 
In Section 2 we regard some stability questions. We introduce the concepts 
AS-stability and ASI-stability, used already in [l] for implicit Runge-Kutta 
methods, which guarantee that one step of the process ( 1.5) is not too sensitive 
for perturbations on the internal stages (1.5 b). Some results in this direction 
given in [9] are generalized. Further it will be shown that A-stability together 
with ASI-stability is sufficient for the integration process to be stable w.r.t. a 
perturbation on the initial value u0 . 
Next we shall turn our attention to convergence for the linearly implicit 
Runge-Kutta methods. By the paper of Prothero and Robinson [ 12] it has 
become known that stiffness may not only affect the stability of a scheme but 
also its order of accuracy. For implicit Runge-Kutta methods this phenomenon 
has been analyzed in the papers of Frank, Schneid and Uberhuber ([5, 6]), 
and, more recently, in [l, 3, 11]. Following [3] (and essentially also [6]) we 
put 
and give the following definition. 
Definition 1.1. Method (1.5) is said to be B-convergent of order p on !/(rt., {3) if 
there are constants l'o· h0 >0, p0 e:JN such that 
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whenever f E Y( rx, /3), the un satisfy ( 1.5), and U is a solution of ( 1.1) with a 
continuous p0-th derivative. 
In this definition y0 , h0 , p0 may only depend on ()(, {3, T and the coefficients 
of the method. 
In Section 3 sufficient conditions on the method (l.5) will be given for 
having B-convergence with order 1 on Y(rx, /3). For the class of linear (non-
homogeneous) problems Y'(O, /3) we shall present necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for B-convergence with order p. 
2. Stability 
2.1. Preliminaries 
In order to write the scheme (1.5) in a more compact way we introduce some 
notations that were also used in [1]. 
The s x s and m x m identity matrices will be denoted by I,, Im, respectively, 
or, if no confusion can arise, simply by I. The vector e stands for the vector in 
JR.' with all components equal to l. By L(II<..N, II<. M) we denote the space of 
linear operators (or matrices) from II<.N to II<.M, and L(II<.N) stands for 
L(IK.N,IKN). Here IK may be either JR. or <C. Further A(()=(ai/rnEL(<Cs), b(() 
=(b;(())E<Cs for (E<C with aii' bi(l ~i,j~s, G;/==O for i~j) the coefficient-
functions of the method (1.5), and we put c=(c1,c2, ... ,cs)T, ci=(c{,c~, ... ,c~f 
for j~O. We define e=e®lm, l=ls®lm, c=c®Jm and ci=ci®Jm, with ® 
standing for the Kronecker product. If ZEL(IR.m) then A(Z) stands for the 
block-matrix in L(IR.sm) with blocks aJZ)EL(IR.m). Similarly b(Zf 
=(b 1(Z),b 2 (Z), ... ,b5(Z)fEL(IR.sm,IR.m). On the space IR.sm we shall deal with the 
norm 
where \ · \ is the inner product-norm on JR. m. Also the induced operator norms 
on L(IR. m), L(IR.sm) will be denoted by I·\, II· II, respectively. 
For a given stepsize h>O and f given by (1.2) we put Z=hQ and we define 
F: JR. X JR.sm~JR.sm by 
for tEJR. and y=(y1,y2 , ... ,ys)TEJR.sm. 
With these notations the linearly implicit Runge-Kutta scheme can be 
written as 
Un+ 1 =Un+ b(Z)T hF(tn, Yn), 
Yn = eun + A(Z)hF(tn, Yn) 
(2.1 a) 
(2.1 b) 
where Yn=(y~nl,y~), ... ,y~"lf EIR.sm. Besides (2.1) we also consider the perturbed 
scheme - - b(Z)ThF( - ) (2.2a) Un+1=Un+ tn,Yn+vn, 
Yn = eu" + A(Z)hF(t", Yn) + w" (2.2b) 
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with perturbations v"elR.m, wn=(wi"l, w~l, ... , w~"l)T ElR.5 m. These perturbations 
may stand for local (discretization) errors, but they may also represent round-
off errors or errors caused by not solving exactly the linear algebraic systems 
(e.g. iteratively with only a few iterations). 
Let zn be the block-diagonal matrix diag(Z~l, z~l, .. ., z~l)EL(JR.Sm) with 
Zj"leL(lR.m) such that 
Z\"1(yj"l - Yl"l) =h(f (tn + C;h, yj"l)- f (tn + C;h, y\"l)). 
If f e!l'(a, /3) the Zl"l can be chosen such that IZ\"1 -ZI;;; ha, and this will 
always be assumed. Subtraction of (2.1) from (2.2) yields 
Yn -y. = e(u. -un) + A(Z)ZnCYn -yn)+ Wn. 
From (2.3 b) we obtain 
(2.3 a) 
(2.3 b) 
(2.4) 
Insertion of this expression into (2.3 a) leads to the following recursion scheme 
for the iin - un, 
Un+ 1 - Un+ 1 =[I+ b(Z)T Zn(I -A(Z)Zn)- 1 e] (ii. -un) 
+ b(Z)TZ"(I-A(Z)Zn)- 1 wn + vn. (2.5) 
The relations (2.4), (2.5) will be basic for the analysis in the subsequent 
sections. For this analysis we shall sometimes work with complex scalar 
differential equations. These equations can be easily converted to real equa-
tions (with f e9'(a, /3)) by identifying <C with the JR. 2 in the usual way. 
2.2. Stability Per Step w.r.t. Internal Perturbations 
In order to introduce some stability concepts we consider one step of (2.1), (2.2) 
for the simple testproblem (the A-stability model problem) 
U'(t)=JcU(t) with AE<C- (2.6) 
where <e-={(: (E<C,Re(;;i;O}. Let z=hA, n~O and assume for convenience iin 
=un. From (2.4), (2.5) we then obtain 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Therefore, if we want 11Yn-Yn11 and lun+i -un+il to be small if llwnll and lvnl are 
so, we need bounds for (all the entries off) (J -A(z)z)- 1 eL(<Cm) and b(z)T 
z(I -A(z)z)- 1 EL(<Cm, <C). 
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Definition 2.1. The method (1.5) is said to be ASI-stable if (I -A(()()- 1 is 
uniformly bounded for 'E <e-. 
Definition 2.2. The method (1.5) is called AS-stable if b(Orn1-A(0()- 1 is 
uniformly bounded for 'E <e-. 
These definitions are similar to the ones given in [1] for implicit Runge-
Kutta methods. For the linearly implicit methods (1.5) such stability concepts 
were considered in [9; Sect. 3.3.2] and there a result closely related to the 
following Lemma 2.3 was proved. In all of the following it is tacitly assumed 
that the coefficient-functions aii and b; do not have a pole at the origin. 
Lemma 2.3. Method (1.5) is AS-stable and ASI-stable if! all aii• b; are regular on 
<C- and a;i<X>)=b;(co)=O (1 ~i,j~s). 
Proof In the proof of Lemma 2.4.11 in [9] the sufficiency has been demonstrat-
ed and it was shown that AS- and ASI-stability imply that aii(')', b;m' 
remain bounded for '~co. This proof can be extended in a straightforward 
way to show that all aiim,, b;m' must be uniformly bounded for 'e<e- in 
order to have AS- and ASI-stability. D 
We note that the conditions in this lemma on the coefficient-functions aii• 
b; were already used in [14] to formulate sufficient conditions for S-stability. 
Lemma 2.3 shows that most well-known linearly-implicit Runge-Kutta meth-
ods are AS- and ASI-stable. In particular it can be easily seen that any W-
method whose stability function is regular on <e- has these stability properties. 
The names AS- and ASI-stability are derived from BS- and BSI-stability. 
These concepts, introduced in [5], are designed for the B-stability model 
problem (problem (1.1) with f dissipative). Our definitions arised from con-
siderations on the A-stability model problem (2.6). The following theorem 
shows that our concepts for linear, scalar problems are also relevant for 
nonlinear, nonscalar problems in 9'(°', /3). 
Theorem 2.4. Let (2.1), (2.2) hold with un=un and fefl'(°',{3). Suppose the method 
(1.5) is AS-stable and ASI-stable. Then there are positive constants Y;. h; (i = 1, 2), 
which only depend on °'• f3 and the coefficients of the method, such that 11.Yn -ynll 
~Y 1 llwn11(for0<h~h 1 ) and 1un+ 1 -Un+ 1 l~lv.l+Y2 llwn11(for0<h~h 2 ). 
Proof We note that if hf3~w with w>O such that all aii•bi are regular on 
{': 'e<C, Re,~w}, then the matrices aii(Z), b;(Z) are well defined. In the same 
way as in [1; Lemmas 3.5-3.7] one can prove the existence of Y;, h;>O such 
that 
11(1-A(Z)Zn)- 1 II ~y 1 (for 0<h~h 1 ), (2.9) 
lb(ZlZ.(I-A(Z)Z.)- 1 wl~y2 llwll (for 0<h~h2 , weIRsm). (2.10) 
The proof of the theorem now follows immediately from (2.4), (2.5). D 
From our considerations on the model problem (2.6) it can be seen that 
AS-stability, ASI-stability are necessary for having bounds as in Theorem 2.4 
for lun+ 1 -un+ 1 1, II Yn - Yn II. respectively. However, also if we are only interested 
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in a bound for lun+l -un+il on !/(IY.,/3) with IY.>0, then ASI-stability is essen-
tial. This will be shown by means of the following example. 
Example 2.5. Consider the method (1.5) with s = 2, c; arbitrary, 
This method is AS-stable (and A-stable), but, since a 21 ( oo) =!= 0, it is not AS I-
stable. 
Let o: > 0, p E lR, and let f be given by ( 1.2) with m = 2, 
Q= (~ ~), g(t,u)=v(t) (~ ~)u (for tElR,uElR2), 
where 1ElR, 1~/3 and v: lR-->lR, lv(t)i ~o:. Clearly f e!/(IY., /J). Further we take un 
=un, vn=w~l=O and wi"l=(O,el. Then we get in view of (2.5), with z~nJ equal 
to Z +hg(tn+c;h, ·), 
un+ 1-un+ 1 =[b1 (ZJzrl + b~l(Z)Z~l a 21 Z\"l] wrl 
= [b1 (Z)Z +b1 (Z)(ztl-z) +a21 b2(Z)Z2 +a21 b2(Z)Z(z<;l -Z) 
+ a21 b 2(Z)(z~l -Z)Z + a21 b 2 (Z)(Z~l -Z)(zrl - Z)] wl_nl 
= sb 1(hJ.)hAe 2 +sv 1b1(h/))e 1 + ea 21 b2(h.J.)h 2 A2 e2+ev 1 a 21 b2(h /J)h P e 1 
+ e v 2 a 2 1 b 2 ( h /3) h). e 1 
where V;=hv(tn+c;h), e1 =(1,0)r, e2 =(0, l)r. All terms on the right-hand side 
exept the last one are uniformly bounded for ,J,,~{3. For any h >0 such that v(tn 
+c2h)=!=O this last term sv2a 21 b2 (h/3)h1e 1 does not stay bounded if A-->-oo, 
and thus we have lim lun+ 1 - un+ 1 I= oo. 
},-io-00 
2.3. Stability on the Integration Interval 
In this section we study the stability of the entire integration process (1.5) with 
t" ranging from 0 to T. First we consider the effect of an error in the initial 
value u0 on the unperturbed scheme. 
Theorem 2.6. Consider (2.1), (2.2) with vn=O, wn=O (for all n), and fE!/(rx,[3). 
Suppose the method (1.5) is A-stable and ASI-stable. Then there are constants 
y 3 ~0, h3 >0, which only depend on IY.,/3 and the coefficients of the method, such 
that 
lun-unl~eY31"lu 0 -u0 1 (for 0<h~h3 , n~O, O~tn~T). 
Proof In the same way as in [1; Lemma 3.6] it can be shown that there exist 
Y 3 ~0, h3 >0 such that 
II+ b(ZlZn(I-A(Z)Z")- 1 el~1 + y3 h (for 0 < h ~h 3). (2.11) 
The recursion (2.5) thus yields lun+l -un+i1~(1+y3 h)lun-un1 (for 0<h~h3), 
from which the theorem can be easily proved. D 
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Remark 2.7. For any W-method which is A-stable Theorem 2.6 provides a 
stability result on the class of problems !l'(rx,[3). In [7] (cf. also [9]) additional 
conditions on these methods are given which ensure contractivity of the 
scheme, i.e. liin+ 1 -un+tl~lu.-unl (for 0<h~h3), for given constants rx,[3 with 
rx + f3 ~ 0. Such a stronger stability property may be quite useful if the integra-
tion interval [O, T] is very long, but in most practical situations one will not 
encounter numerical instabilities if only a stability result as in Theorem 2.6 
holds. 
Remark 2.8. If rx = 0 the condition that the method should be ASI-stable can be 
removed from the assumptions in Theorem 2.6; for the linear problems !/'(0,/3) 
A-stability is sufficient (and necessary). However, if rx>O this condition cannot 
be removed. This can be seen by considering the 2-stage method and the 
function f of Example 2.5 with un-u.=(0,ef and v.=O, Wn=O. As in Exam-
ple 2.5 we then get liin+ 1 -u.+ 1 1-+ oo if A-+ - oo. 
By combining (2.5) with the upper bounds (2.10), (2.11) we obtain the 
following result. 
Theorem 29. Consider (2.1), (2.2) with fE!l'(rx,/3). Suppose the method (1.5) is A-
stable, AS-stable and ASI-stable. Then we have 
for 0<h~min{h2 ,h 3 }, n~O, O~tn~T, with 'Y;,h; (i=2,3) as in the Theorems 
2.4, 2.6. 
If the v., w. represent local errors and Jvkl, llwkll=(9(hq+t) uniformly ink, 
the above theorem can be used to prove convergence of order q. In the 
following section we shall use a more refined technique which shows that these 
local and the global errors often have the same order. 
3. B-Convergence 
3.1. B-Convergence on .9(rx,f3) 
Let U be the solution of the initial value problem (1.1). We define y;<nl = U(tn 
+cih), Yn=(Yt1, Yi"l, ... , Y.<"l)T. Then 
U(tn+1)= U(t.)+b(Z)ThF(t •• Y.)+ Pn• 
Y,,=eU(tn)+A(Z)hF(tn, Y,,)+rn 
(3.1 a) 
(3.1 b) 
where P.EIR.m, r"EIR.sm are the residual errors. By a Taylor series expansion we 
get 
Pn =[I - b(Z)r e]h U'(t.)+ (t I -b(Zf c]h 2 U"(tn)+ ... , 
r. = [c-A(Z)e]h U'(t.) + [!c2 -A(Z)c]h2 U"(t.) + .... 
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Thus, unless b(()Te::l, A(()e:=c, which is impossible ifthe method is AS- and 
ASI-stable, we only have Pn=@(hq+ 1 ), rn=(!i(hq+l) (hlO, uniformly on Y(a,/3)) 
with q =0. Therefore Theorem 2.9 cannot be applied to prove B-convergence 
on Y(a, fJ). Yet we can prove such convergence for a large class of linearly 
implicit Runge-Kutta methods. This will be done along the same lines as in 
[1], by employing a technique introduced by Kraaijevanger [11] for some 
simple implicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
Let c/> stand for the stability function of the method (1.5) 
(3.2) 
and define the rational function if; by 
Theorem 3.1. Assume method (1.5) is A-stable, AS-stable and ASI-stable, and if; 
is bounded on <e-. Then the method (1.5) is B-convergent on Y(a,[3) (with order 
;s 1). 
The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section. The following 
corollary shows that the B-convergence result is valid for many well-known 
linearly implicit Runge-Kutta methods which are A-stable. 
Corollary 3.2. Assume method (1.5) is A-stable, all aii• bi are regular on <e- and 
have a zero at infinity, b(Ole=l, and c/>((H=l for (ECC-u{oo}, (=1=0. Then the 
method is B-convergent on Y(a, [3). 
Proof From Lemma 2.3 we know the method is AS- and ASI-stable, and thus 
we only have to show that if; is bounded on cc-. From the AS-stability it 
follows that 1 +b((f(J-A(()()- 1(c(-e) is uniformly bounded for (ECC- and 
since </!(0=I=1 for (E<C- - {O} we only have to make sure that if; is bounded 
near (=0. This is so if b(Ofe=l, because then c/>'(0)=1 and lim{l+b((f 
(I-A(0()- 1(c(-e)}=O. D i;-o 
The condition b(O)T e = 1 in this corollary is simply the requirement for 
having order 1 for nonstiff problems (see e.g. [8]). Results on the condition 
c/>(0=1=1 for (E<C--{O} can be found in [1, 3] for some interesting stability 
functions c/>. 
The necessity of the requirement that t/J is bounded on cc- will be demon-
strated in Section 3.3 where the linear problems Y(0,/3) are considered. For 
such problems Q is the exact Jacobian !___ f (t, u), and also higher order results au 
will be obtained. It is not clear whether B-convergence on Y(a, /3) with order 
p > 1 is possible for a method ( 1.5) in case ci > 0. 
The reduction in order, compared with nonstiff problems, for the linearly 
implicit Runge-Kutta methods on the class of nonlinear problems Y(a, [3) 
seems more drastical than with fully implicit Runge-Kutta methods where an 
order of B-convergence s + 1 can be attained with an s-stage method (see [1]). 
Moreover, as was shown in [6], many implicit Runge-Kutta methods are B-
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convergent for the general problems (l.1) with f satisfying a one-sided Lip-
schitz condition, whereas due to the lack of B-stability such convergence 
results do not hold for the linearly implicit methods. This does not mean that 
the linearly implicit methods are unsuited for stiff nonlinear problems, but they 
behave less robust than the implicit Runge-Kutta methods, and some care 
should be taken as to what kind of problems the methods are applied. 
3.2. The Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Let w>O be a number such that I/; and all aij' b; are bounded on 
{(: (E<C, Re(~w}, and assume h4>0, h4 f ~w, and \1/J(O\~y4 for (E<C, 
Re(~w. By a result of von Neumann (see e.g. [7; Theorem 4]) it follows that 
\l/t(Z)\:;;:y4 , and similar bounds hold for \a;/Z)\, \b;(Z)\. Further we shall use in 
this proof the inequalities (2.9)-(2.11), and we assume that 0<h~h0 
= min{h 1 , h2 , h 3 , h4 }. 
Let en=U(tn)-un. Application of (2.5) with Un=U(tn), Vn=Pn and Wn=rn 
gives 
For f.n=en-1/J(Z)hU'(tn) we then obtain the relation 
where 
Pn = Pn + b(Zf Z"(I -A(Z) Z")- 1 (rn + ei/;(Z)h U'(tn)) + ijJ(Z)h { U'(t")- U'(tn+ 1)} 
={I -b(Zf e + b(Zf Z"(I-A(Z)Z")- 1(c-A(Z)e+ et/t(Z))} h U'(t") 
+ {pn-(I - b(Z)r e)h U'(tn)} + b(Zf Z"(I-A(Z)Z")- 1 
· {rn - (c-A(Z)e)h U'(tn)} + t/J(Z)h { U'(tn)- U'(tn+ 1)}. 
We have 
1-b(()T e+b(()T((I-A(()()- 1(c-A(()e+et/t(())=O (for all (E<C), 
Zn(l-A(Z)Zn)- 1 = Z(l-A(Z)Z)- 1 + (I-A(Z)Z)- 1(Zn - Z)(I-A(Z)Zn)- 1 
where Z = [ 5 @z. By using these relations it can be seen that 
1- b{Z)r e + b(Zf Z"(I-A(Z)Z")- 1 (c-A(Z)e+ eif!(Z)) 
= b(Zl(I -A(Z)Z)- 1 (Z"- Z)(I -A(Z)Z")- 1(c -A(Z)e + eijJ(Z)). 
Further we know that 12~" 1 -Zl~hcx (l:;;:i:;;:s), and this implies llZn-Zll~hcx. 
From (2.9), (2.10) and a Taylor series expansion of Pn' rn it can now be seen 
that there exist a y 5 > 0 (only depending on rx, f and the coefficients of the 
method) such that 
92 
and with (2.11) we thus get 
It follows that 
len+ 1 I:£ (1 + }'3h)lenl + Ys 11U11<2l h2 • 
1 le.I ~e131nle0 1 +(e131n- l)-y5 \\ U\\< 2lh 
}'3 
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for any n~O with O~tn~T, and since 1en-enl~y4 \IU11< 1 lh, the B-convergence 
result is now easily obtained. D 
3.3. B-Convergence on Y(0,{3) 
In this section we consider the initial value problems in the class Y(O, {J), i.e. 
problems of the type 
U'(t)=QU(t)+g(t) (O~t~ T), U(O)=u 0 
with u0 E1R.m, m~ 1, QEL(JR"') satisfying (1.4), and g: 1R.-+1Rm arbitrary. Closely 
related results for linear problems, formulated for implicit Runge-Kutta meth-
ods under the additional assumption that the system of differential equations 
can be decomposed into m scalar equations, were given already in [2]. 
Let the rational functions ijJ i (j = 1, 2, ... ) be defined by 
(3.4) 
(for (E<C). Note that i/J((), defined by (3.3), equals (l-cf>(0)- 1l/J 1(0. 
Theorem 3.3. Let p ~ 1. Suppose method (1.5) is A-stable and AS-stable. Then the 
method is B-convergent of order p on Y(0,/3) if! i/1/=0 (l~j;£p-1) and (1 
-cf>(0)- 1 l/t p(O is uniformly bounded for (E<C-. 
Proof If U is a solution of (1.1) with a continuous p + 1-th derivative it follows 
by a Taylor series expansion that 
p 
Pn= L l)Z)hiU(j)(tn)+hp+lg~)-b(Z)T17n}, 
i= 1 
p 
rn= L k)Z)hiUUl(tn)+hP+ 1 {en-A(Z)17n} 
i= 1 
where J:. = (t(n) t(n) t(n))TElR.sm ., = (n(n) .,(n) .,(n))TEJR.sm ;:(n) = cP+ 1 U(p+ ll(t 
':tn '-:.1,1.:.2,···,~s ''In •11,•12,···,·1s '~' i n 
+e;h)/(p+l)! with eiE(O,ci) (O~i;£s; Co:=l), and 11\"l=cfU(p+l)(t.+ 
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e;h)/p ! with e;E(O, c;) (1 ~ i ~ s). Defining Z = I/i?;Z we obtain 
p 
b(Z)TZ(l-A(Z)Z)- 1 r,,+pn= L: l/JiZWUUl(tn) 
j= l 
+ hP+ 1 {~~) + b(Z)TZ(I-A(Z)Z)- 1 (n - b(Zf (I-A(Z)Z)- 1 rin}. (3.5) 
We now prove the sufficiency of the conditions. It will be assumed that, if 
f3 > 0, h f3 is small enough for the arising rational functions to be bounded on 
{ (: ( E <C, Re ( ~ hf3}. Define P(() = ( 1- </>(())- 1 l/I p(() ((E<C), en= U(tn)-un and en 
=en - P(Z)hP U(Pl(tn) (for n ~ 0, 0 ~ tn ~ T). From (2.5) it can be seen that the en 
satisfy 
with 
Pn= Pn + b(Z)T Z(I-A(Z)Z)- 1 rn+ <f>(Z) P(Z)hP u<Pl(tn)- P(Z)hP u<Pl(tn+ 1). 
Since l/J/=O (O~j~p-1) we get in view of(3.5) 
Pn = 'P(Z)hP { U(P'(tn)- u<p)Un+ 1)} 
+hP+ 1 { ~~1 + b(Z)rZ(I -A(Z)Z)- 1 ~" - b(Zf (I-A(Z)Z)- 1 17"}, 
from which it can be seen that 
1/Jnl ~ Y6 II Ull(p+ 1lhP+ 1 
for some y 6 > 0 which only depends on f3 and the coefficients of the method. 
Proceeding as in Section 3.2 the order p convergence result now easily follows. 
In order to prove the necessity of the conditions on the If; j we consider the 
scalar, complex testproblem 
U'(t) = 1( U(t)- g(t)) + g'(t), U(O) = g(O) 
with lE<C, Rd~/3 and g(t)=(l+t)P/p!; its solution is U(t)=g(t). The same 
problem was used in [3] for determining upper bounds for the order of B-
convergence of implicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
From (2.5) and (3.5) we obtain 
p 
e1 =I lf;/z)hjU(il(O) 
j= l 
where z=hl. Thus we have e1 =@(hP) (hlO, uniformly for A.E<C, Rd~/3) only if 
1/1/== 0 (1 ~j~p-1). 
Now assume l/Jj=O (l~j~p-1) but sup{l'P(()I: (E<C-}=co. For the global 
error we then have, in view of (2.5), (3.5), the recursion 
en+l =</>(z)en+lfi/z)hP 
and thus we get, for all n~O with O~tn~T, 
En= ( </>(z)"- 1 + ... +</>(z)+1 )If; p(z)hP, 
En=(l -</>(z)") IJl(z)hP (provided </>(z)=I= 1). 
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For any C>O and sufficiently small h>O we can take z=hA with Rd?;/3 such 
that l<fJ(z)I < 1, I P(z)I >C. For hLO, nh = te [O, T] fixed we get with this choice of 
;t 
Since C can be chosen arbitrarily large, we see that we do not have con-
vergence of order p uniformly for all AE<C with Rd?;/3. D 
Example 3.4. Consider the linearly implicit Runge-Kutta method (1.5) with s 
=1, c1elR and b1(n=l/(l-OO ((e<C). This method is A-stable for O~t. and it 
is AS- and ASI-stable for 0>0. We have 
<fJ(O= (l -0()- 1 [1 + (1-0)0, 
tft1(0=(1-0()- 1(c 1 -0)(, 
t/t 2(0=(1-0Q- 1[(!-c1)+(!ci-!B)(]. 
Application of Theorem 3.3 shows that for e~t this method is B-convergent ot 
order p ~ 1 on S"(O, {3), and 
p=2 iff C1 =B=t. 
This order 2 result does not hold on S"(rx, /3) if a> 0. For such non-linear 
problems Q may differ from the exact Jacobian :u f (t, u), and a simple counter-
example can be constructed by considering the problem with m= 1, Q = f3 and 
g(t,u)=rxu (for t,uelR). Then 
Un+ 1 =u. + (1-1 h /3)- 1 (hrx + hf3)u. = (1- Bhv)- 1 (1 + (1- B)hv)un 
with v=a+/3, B=f3/2v, and we see that the u. approximate U(t.)=evtnu 0 up to 
order 2, uniformly for t.e[O, T], only if B=t, i.e. rx=O. For the method with e 
=t which uses instead of Q the exact Jacobian, a B-convergence result for a 
class of nonlinear stiff problems can be found in [9]. 
Example 3.5. Consider the 2-stage W-method 
u.+ 1 =u.+ /3 1 x<;'>+ {3 2 x~l, 
(I-hyQ)x<;'l=hf(t.+c 1h,u.), 
(I -hyQ)x~>=hf (t. + c2 h, u.+ rt. 21 x<;'>)+ '}' 21 hQx\•l 
with the coefficients satisfying /3 1 +/32 =1, f32 rx 21 =t. f3 2 y21 =-y and /3 1 c1 
+/32c 2 =t. This method has order .2 for nonstiff problems (cf. [13]), and it is 
A-stable for Y~t. AS- and ASI-stable for y>O. It can be written in the form 
(1.5) with 
a21 (() = (1- y()-1 °'w 
b1(()=(l-y0- 2(/31 +(/321'21 -/31 y)(), b2(0=(l -y()- 1 /32· 
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This form 1s only convenient for the analysis, not for actual computations. We 
have 
<fJ(()=(l -}'0- 2 [1 +(1-2y)( +(1-2y+y2)(2], 
t/11 (0 = (l -y0- 2 [(}' -t)(y-c 1)(2], 
t/12(()=(1-y0-2[1(2yc1 -y-c1 +/31ci+/32c~)( 
+ HY2 -ycf +1-ci-Y /31 ci-Y /32 c~)( 2 ], 
From the Theorems 3.1, 3.3 it can be seen by some calculations that this 
method is B-convergent on 9(0, (3) with order 
p=2 iff {y>-i,(y-t}(y-c1)=0} or 
{y=c 1 =±,[3 1 ci+,B 2 c~=5/16}, 
and that the order 1 result also holds on Y(a, ,8) with a> 0. 
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